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The conventional cooling towers are bulky and occupy more space. They use wooden planks as a matrix which forms
heat transfer surface within the tower. Due to constant contact with water the wood deteriorates, fungi, develop.
This results in shortening of cooling tower life and expensive repairs of replacement. The corrosion of sheet metal
components poses another formidable problem, over and above choking of water spraying nozzles is a chronicle
trouble for servicemen.

The problems are overcome in POLO’s cooling towers which are compact. Light weight and elegant. They are
developed using Fiberglass Reinforced plastic (FRP), which possess unique combination of desirable properties such
as strength, natural resistance to corrosion, lightness and long life.

The cooling tower is of cylindrical form with an axial flow fan mounted on the top give vertical discharge. Since the
equipment as a whole is of bottle shape its internal pressure loss is small. Also as there is no ineffective space in the
cooling layers, the tower is ideal with regard to cooling efficiency and space economy.

POLO Cooling Tower provides economic outdoor dissipation of heat pricked up by water in Air-conditioning &
Refrigeration, Diesel Engine, Compressor and other Water-cooled Industrial or Process heat Exchangers.

POLO Cooling Tower utilizes the induced draught counter flow principle of operation, which is more efficient than
forced draft and cross flow cooling towers. Heated circulating water enters via the hot water inlet through the
sprinkler and is distributed over the heat exchange fill. Water flows as a thin film downward through the fill coming
into direct contact with ambient air travelling upward in a counter flow direction. Thus the coldest water contacts
the driest air resulting the best performance.

Design Consideration 









• Principle of Operation

Scaleoff on line scale preventer works on two major steps
absorption and turbulence. Basically an absorption of H+
ions takes place by the special core, which in turn reduces the
concentration in the next layer. This reduction leads to the
increase in pH, causing the precipitation of scale forming
salts. The turbulence bars on the core create the turbulence,
breaking the precipitates into the colloidal particles. These
particles formed on the surface act as a nucleus.

SCALEOFF – CORE TYPE
Non Chemical Water Treatment Scale Preventer

SCALEOFF (Without any power): It is an advanced
technology in the On line non-chemical water treatment for
the prevention of scale formation. It works by changing the
physical state of scaling salts in to colloidal particles. The
accumulated scale is taken out by bleed system in the cooling
tower basin. One time installation cost help in improving
efficiency of the system and saving of time and energy.









eSCALEOFF - ELECTROSTATIC
On Line Non Chemical Water Treatment Scale Preventer











Comparison between Non-Chemical Scaleoff and Water Softener 
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ACTUAL INSTALLATION

PHOTOS

SUFFIRE LFESCIENCE PALGHAR

TULSI EXTRUSION JALGAO

ORIENT CEMENT JALGAO

GODAVARI BIOREFINARIES SHIRDI 
ORIENT CEMENT JALGAO
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J B PLASTOCHEM  JALGAO

PINKU PLASTICS & MOULDS MUMBAI 

V S PLASTIC   NASHIK 

BHULKU PLASTICS MUMBAI
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JALGAO PLASTICS JALGAO JAIN IRRIGATION JALGAO 

GODAVARI BIOREFINARIES SHIRDI

SOHAM PLASTIC MUMBAI
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ACTUAL INSTALLATION PHOTOS 
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Thank you!

Middle East Engineering Solutions L.L.C
(An ISO 9001 – 2015 Certified Company)

P.O. Box 1227, Postal Code 114, Haye Al Mina, Muttrah, Sultanate of Oman
Shop No. 1, Ali Shaihani Building, K-1, Building No. 2746/1, Plot No. 633, 

Al Khuwair, Muscat, Oman
Phone No. +968 24611076, Fax: +968 24498023
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